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Hungry shark evolution sharks in real life

Comments Share The Gulper Fish is a creature in Hungry Shark Evolution. They are found only in the cave of the dart board, in the deepest parts in the far right side of the map. They are highly dangerous because they bite your shark and. They are edible for the tiger shark and above. Eat 10 Gulper fish is required to fulfill the Great White Mission Big Gulp. Gulper fish are only available when players use Hammerhead
Shark and higher, however, only tiger shark and higher Gulper fish can eat without a gold rush. If reef sharks and mako sharks go to the place where the gulper fish are supposed to exist, the gulper fish will not be there and only anglerfish that can be found. Summary Gulper Fish, if encountered, can be a welcome or dreaded sighting, because they restore a lot of health, but can also cause moderate damage. They attack
with fast lungs that are extremely difficult to escape. Gulper fish are rarely found on their own, and are usually spotted in groups of three and occasionally two. They can be found where the water pressure is too high for the first 3 standard sharks, and where the water is dark, this case is only the area near the dart board. Eating a Gulperfish gives you 1000 points. Trivia In real life they are called Gulperaale and are less
dangerous even with much longer torsos. You can call Gulper fish in the game because Gulper eels are not really eels. In real life, Gulper eels range from 6 inches to 5 feet. Nobody really knows if Gulper Eels really live, most specimens, if not all, are dead. He attacks the Gulp! To give. It seems to be his own way, as the Gulperaal is similar, but also different. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise noted. Comments Share A Shark is a playable character in all Hungry Shark series. Some sharks have hostile versions. The player can only eat the opposing versions if he uses this shark or a stronger shark. However, in some installments, you can eat sharks much bigger than you are. The only games you can do this are Hungry Shark: Night, Hungry Shark Evolution (Gold Rush) and Hungry Shark World (Mega
Gold Rush). Hungry Shark Trilogy The Hungry Shark Trilogy contains only one shark, a great white shark, which also has a mega shape. Its appearance is similar to that in Hungry Shark Evolution. It is the only shark that is playable. Hungry Shark Night Hungry Shark: Night has three sharks: tiger shark, which is unlocked by default, but the Great White Shark and Hammerhead Shark must be bought with real money, or by
watching some videos. However, there is a very high chance that you will have to buy them with real money, as for many players you can no longer watch ads. Hungry Evolution Hungry Shark Evolution has the second most sharks, along with eight special sharks (all regular sharks need the previous shark at level 10 with 100% xp. to be unlocked, or the player could use gems to buy the banned shark): name name Cost 1
reef shark The first shark of the game. Has a small diet, health, and boost attribute. However, it has the slowest health outflow of all, which means that it can stay alive longer than a megalodon. Starter 2 Mako Shark A mediocre shark. Has a larger diet. Pretty low health runoff and a little more health. Faster and stronger than the reef shark. 1,500 coins, 20 gems. 3 Hammerhead shark A pretty decent shark. Has a medium
diet. Has some good health and health drain. Better boost. 6,000 coins, 60 gems. 4 Tiger shark A good shark for dangerous prey. Can eat puffer fish even if they are inflated. Can go in deep waters and has even better health than the Hammerhead. 15,000 coins, 200 gems. 5 Great White Shark The best shark from all 5 Basic. A very good diet, includes blue jellyfish and Enemy Great Whites. 35,000 coins, 750 gems. 6
Megalodon A giant monster shark capable of eating most prey, including all jellyfish and normal and large mines, but no ultramines. Large amount of health, but drain very quickly. Especially on land. Also has a big bite. 50,000 coins, 900 gems. 7 Big Daddy A very powerful shark in the game, can eat almost anything, even mini-subs and ultra-mines, huge amount of health, but it goes away quickly, especially on land, it can
also use its tongue to draw loot 150,000 coins, 900 gems. 8 Mr. Snappy It is able to eat anything except poisonous cans, volcanic jets, enemy alans, enemy Moby Dicks and enemy Leos. It has the third largest health and it is very fast. Large amount of health with very, very fast health outflow. 250,000 coins, 900 gems. 9 Alan, Destroyer of the Worlds The fifth strongest shark in the game, with an enormous health bar. Can
paralyze prey with tail. 350,000 coins, 900 gems. 10 Moby Dick The classic legend is one of the most powerful sharks/whales in the game, can also use its blowhole to stun prey. 400,000 coins, 900 gems. 11 Leo The fifth most powerful shark, he can destroy rocks and eat mini-subs, it can also suck prey if he increases with a turbulence 500,000 coins, 900 gems. 12 Nessie The monster escaped Loch Ness through a
magical portal... Nessie is real and hungry! 500,000 coins, 900 gems. 13 Sharkjira Sharkjira-chan will spread terror over the surface! Stomps mercilessly at his victims and shoots 'em with his atomic breath! 500,000 coins, 900 gems. 14 Abysshark Abysshark will open his too shy, demonic mouth to absorb everything and emit spirit that controls waves against enemies! 500,000 coins, 900 gems. 15 Kraken The Octopus has
been published. See his tentable rage! It changes the colors when you recognize Sharks, turns into a huge drill and a saw of mass destruction and unloads its tentacles as whips. And according to pirate stories of yesteryear, it will smash all the boats that get in its way... 750,000 coins, 900 gems. 16 Luminite Last seen a few centuries ago, this animal was technologically modified by an ancient and lost civilization. See the
mysteries of his horned head, and Ability that makes this shark so destructive! 750,000 coins, 900 gems. Professor Kempstein's Lab Sharks (to unlock it, the player must first unlock the Top Secret Lab by scoring 350,000 points): HSE Special Sharks Name Description Cost 1 Electro Shark Same Diet like the Great White Shark with the exception of Enemy Ice Sharks, but has a small boost bar. When it boosts it
electrocutes loot nearby, paralyze it and give double points. And is also one of the cheapest special sharks! 25,000 coins, 250 gems. 2 Ice shark same diet as Great White Shark, but slows down when increasing. When it increases, it freezes nearby prey and slows down the shark. Frozen loot give 2x points. 75,000 coins, 450 gems. 3 Robo Shark Powerful Shark. Same diet as Megalodon with the exception of ultra mines
and boats. Can not increase in water, but can fly out of the water at high speeds. It can consume small mines and use them as ammunition, then fire and kill prey, even those who might not eat it normally, like the enemy Big Daddy. It is the first shark not an animal (it is a robot). 180,000 coins, 900 gems. 4 Pyro Shark Very Powerful Shark. Has a mixed diet. Has 3 abilities - Dragon Breathing that you do by cheering them
up (Fire causes erratic movement and blows them up that feeds you. Eat for extra points) Flight that works like Robo Shark, and Meteor Storm. (Happens during gold rush, blows food in the air and feeds you, can kill bigger prey. 180,000 coins, 900 gems. 5 Natasha the narwhal She is the weakest of the Top Secret Lab Sharks, but surprisingly very expensive. She can fire javelin throwers with her extremely small thrust.
180,000 coins, 900 gems. 6 Ghost Shark Probably the most powerful and definitely most expensive of the Top Secret Lab sharks. It is invincible (except in Ghoul Rush) and can teleport through walls when it is climbed. 200,000 coins, 900 gems. 7 Sharkeleon A shark with many special powers. In its normal phase, it can hold out its tongue or become invisible to prevent it from getting damaged. It can also eat the enemy
counterparts of electric, ice and pyrosharks at the same time. And is a kind of imitation cat. 180,000 coins, 900 gems. 8 Wereshark half shark, half wolf. Every night this shark transforms into its night form and becomes even more powerful. A shark with many special powers. Together with the ghost shark, the Wereshark is one of the top predators in Professor Kempstein's laboratory. 180,000 coins, 900 gems. All normal
sharks and few special sharks have baby versions. Hungry Shark World Hungry Shark World offers the most sharks than any other game in the series by far. The Sharks are: HSW Sharks Tier No Name Description Cost XS Extra Small 1 Blacktip Reef Shark The game's starter shark, the reef shark in Hungry Shark Evolution. Is the only XS-sized shark. ✕ S Small 2 Whitetip Reef Shark The shark after the Blacktip is
slightly larger and colored differently. Is an S-sized shark. 3,000 coins, 30 gems. 3 Porbeagle The Porbeagle is the Know. It comes after the Whitetip Reef Shark, and it has a change of attitude. Is an S-sized shark. 3,500 coins, 30 gems. 4 Blue shark A pretty slender shark. Pretty thin, but also quite fast. Is an S-sized shark. 4,000 coins, 35 gems. 5 Spike A purple shark that stuns the water life around it with its sharp spikes
as they approach. It is the special shark of the small rank. 8,000 coins, 55 gems. M Medium 6 Sand shark A strangely shaped shark. Has a strong bite, and strong too. Is an M-sized shark. 12,000 coins, 55 gems. 7 Thresher Shark The threshing shark is pretty fast. It also has a big tail. The students are so close to the front that it is sometimes difficult to see them. Is an M-sized shark. 14,000 coins, 60 gems. 8 Smooth
Hammerhead The smooth hammerhead has pretty average stats, with a classic look. Is an M-size shark. 16,000 coins, 70 gems. 9 Heidi (Wobbegong) A yellow wobbegong shark that becomes invisible to predators and prey when it is near fixed surfaces to enable secret attacks or escape dangerous predators. It is the special shark of the 'medium' rank. 24,000 coins, 100 gems. L Large 10 Bull Shark The 1st Great Shark.
Another classic-looking shark. Has a strong bite, and is quite short. Is an L-Great Shark. 27,000 coins, 100 gems. 11 Goblinhai The Second Great Shark. Has good stamina and health. Has a long snip like the real one. Is an L-Great Shark. And is also a strangely shaped shark. 32,000 coins, 100 gems. 12 Mako Shark A fast, freaky, shark. Compared to its Evolution incarnation, it will be unlocked much later in the game. Is
an L-Great Shark. 37,500 coins, 100 gems. 13 Echo An albino Ophthalmosaurus with purple eyes that can warn you of incoming dangers such as mines, enemy sharks and others. It is the special shark of the 'Great' rank. 50,000 coins, 100 gems. XL Extra Large 14 Megamouth Shark A Great Shark. Large and powerful. Is the first XL shark. Has the largest mouth of the XL level. 60,000 coins, 230 gems. 15 Great
Hammerhead Another classic. Bigger than the Smooth Hammerhead and more powerful. Is an XL shark. 65,000 coins, 230 gems. 16 Tiger shark A strong shark. It is fast, powerful, and has a fine boost, but has lower health than most, if not all XL sharks. Is an XL shark. 75,000 coins, 230 gems. 17 Drago A long-necked predator with 3 special abilities, it can bend its neck to eat edibles, it moves quickly on land and it can
live as long as out of the water as in it. It is the special shark of the 'Extra-Large' rank. 90,000 coins, 230 gems. XXL Extra Extra Large 18 Basking Shark The first XXL is one of the 3 filter feeders in the game. Strong and powerful, with a large mouth. Coins, 500 gems. 19 Whale shark The second XXL shark. It actually looks like a whale and is also very powerful. The largest living shark. Prima. 120,000 coins, 500 gems. 20
Great White Shark A mighty shark. Appearing in every game, it is one of the most popular sharks, and one of the most powerful sharks. Sharks. Coins, 500 gems. 21 Frenzy This shark is just a group of smaller sharks with exaggerated characteristics. Its special ability is able to eat any shark, even !! One! He is powerful and the last XXL shark. 180,000 coins, 500 gems. !! Special 22 Megalodon The Greatest Shark of All
Time. Has a mega diet. Powerful, mega-size, deadly. It's the first !! shark. And may be extinct. 250,000 coins, 500 gems. 23 Big Momma related to the Big Daddy, well, the female version of him. Has the ability not to be stunned by projectiles. It is the second !! Shark and the hardest of all. 450,000 coins, 500 gems. 24 Killer whale The first orca-based shark. Has two special Abilites, it can jump into the air to perform tricks
and can live as long as out of the water as in it. 420,000 coins, 500 gems. 25 Atomic shark This mutant version of the tiger shark has special abilities such as restoring health by eating garbage, regenerating health from toxic barrels and has legs that make it maneuver very well on land and it can eat red jellyfish. 540,000 coins, 500 gems. 26 Zombie Shark Undead Megalodon that can turn enemy sharks into bloodthirsty,
crazy zombies. And he's hungry for brains! 600,000 coins, 500 gems. 27 Buzz (Helicoprion) Has a buzzsaw on the lower jaw that allows to cut larger enemies faster and destroy submarines and helicopters much faster. 650,000 coins, 500 gems. 28 Mr. Snappy Great fast shark that can drive around and eat anything. 600,000 coins, 500 gems. 29 Robo Shark Can shoot mines automatically after eating them, which is
shown by the red dots on its sides. 750,000 coins, 500 gems. 30 Dark Magic Shark Can shoot laser out of his eyes after absorbing damage. Also automatically activated during Gold Rush and Mega Gold Rush. And is one of the newest sharks in The HSW. 750,000 coins, 1,500 gems.  Apex 31 Ancient Megalodon Mutated version of Megalodon. Have enormous bite power and can generate a destructive shock wave
that stuns any prey. It is the first Apexhai. 5,000 beads. 32 Alpha Zombie Shark Like original Zombie Shark, this shark can turn enemy sharks into zombies, which will follow the player. Alpha Zombie Shark can also consume them to heal itself and radiate projectiles. 5,000 beads. 33 Meltdown Shark If it is mutant version of Atomic Shark, this has really cool abilities. Eating the prey charges the atomic nucleus, and when it is
finally charged, it triggers the meltdown, which accelerates the shark and does a lot of damage. It can eat red jellyfish. 5,000 beads. 34 Mecha Sharkjira Glutwell's Secret Project was created as Mecha Sharkjira and a secret project. Glutwell wants the Sharks destroy and had a long battle encounter with one of the Hungry Shark Evolution Sharks Sharkjira. Mecha Sharkjira kills Sharkjira, but it was defeated by Great White
Veteran Shark and his friends. 90 or 128 schemes, 6000 beads There are baby sharks and creatures, including a baby megalodon, a baby big a baby smooth hammerhead, a baby mako, a baby porbeagle and a baby killer whale. Gallery: Hungry Shark Evolution Alan, Destroyer of Worlds Hungry Shark World Trivia From August 8, 2020, there will be 60 playable sharks in the actual games of the series. Mr. Snappy, Drago,
Echo, Leo, Nessie, Natasha, The Killer Whale, Buzz, Big Daddy, Moby Dick, Big Momma and Kraken are the only creatures in the Hungry Shark series that are not sharks at all. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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